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Good Clean Shoo0ng Fun! 

Indianapolis, IN: Kahr Firearms Group invites fans of Kentucky BallisAcs to come and meet ScoC in 
person, at the Indianapolis NRA ConvenAon!  He will be in the Kahr Firearms Group booth 3208, on 
Saturday, April 15th, from 2-3PM.  Kentucky BallisAcs is a hugely popular YouTube channel, with over 3 
million subscribers: hCps://www.youtube.com/@KentuckyBallisAcs.  Hosted by the knowledgeable and 
passionate gun enthusiast ScoC, he conducts a wide range of experiments with different types of 
firearms and ammuniAon. Some of the most popular videos on the channel include ballisAcs gel tests, 
shooAng fruit and other objects with guns, and tesAng the stopping power of various types of 
ammuniAon, and a lot of slapsAck humor.  The channel also features reviews of firearms and accessories, 
with regular appearances of guns made by Magnum Research–including his famous 26” BFR!  Anyone 
who watches Kentucky BallisAcs knows that ScoC is super entertaining online, and this is true in person.  
Drop by the booth to visit with this awesome YouTuber!  Joby Goerges, Magnum Research Director of 
Manufacturing & Engineering commented on ScoC’s appearance, saying “we are really excited to have 
Kentucky BallisAcs appear in our booth at NRA!  At Magnum Research, everyone is a big fan of ScoC, and 
NOBODY LIKES EGGPLANT!” 

The Kahr Family 

Kahr Arms revoluAonized the handgun market in 1994 with the introducAon of the K9, the first mass 
producAon subcompact 9mm pistol.  Kahr went on to develop a diverse family of compact pistols in 
9mm, .45 ACP, .40 S&W, and .380 ACP calibers.  Since that Ame the brand has broadened the Kahr 
Firearms Group family to include Magnum Research, legendary maker of the Desert Eagle, BFR, MR1911, 
and SwitchBolt rifle; and Auto-Ordnance, maker of the all-American Tommy Gun, M1 Carbine, and 1911.  
The Kahr Firearms Group family delivers excepAonal quality across a diverse range of products.  Kahr 
Firearms Group has a dedicated team of professionals making the best firearms available to the 
American Shooter! 
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Build the Gun of Your Dreams 
www.magnumresearchcustoms.com 
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